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High quality, solid bronze 
ships bells complete with 
bronze wall bracket, striker
and rope lanyard.
Solid construction with
elegant styling and good
solid sound.
The size shown is the 
diameter of the base.

RWB1202 100mm - 4"
RWB1203 150mm - 6"

Polished solid brass with 
authentic fold-down brass 
toggle fasteners and 
hinged opening mirror.

Overall diameter : 290mm
Mirror diameter : 195mm
Supplied with brass 
screws.

RWB2072

Traditional  Bronze  Bells Brass  Porthole  Mirror

Made in New Zealand from non-corrosive 
UV stabilised plastic - no problems with rusty pegs.  
Designed to clip over a standard 25mm (1”) railing.  
Ideal for hanging towels to dry etc. 
Pegs simply push onto the rail and are removed 
by applying a gentle squeeze to release them. 
Blister packed set of 10 pegs for open shop display.

RWB184    Pack of 10 pegs

Boat  Rail  Pegs

Welcome  Mats

These welcome mats are made from soft yet durable PVC for 
resistance to salt water, fuels and general spills.  They are UV 
stabilised suitable for areas exposed to the sunlight.  
They are soft and comfortable to walk on and are anti-slip.
The loop layer is constructed to trap dirt and grime and can be 
easily cleaned by vacuuming and rinsing with fresh water.

2 colours - Blue with light grey printing or grey with red printing
2 sizes - 600 x 400mm (24” x 16”) or 900 x 600mm (36” x 24”)

RWB8825 Grey 600 x 400mm
RWB8826 Blue 600 x 400mm
RWB8827 Grey 900 x 600mm
RWB8828 Blue 900 x 600mm

Bright fluorescent green 
fluid with easy to read 
markings from 0 - 45 
degrees. Self-adhesive 
backing for easy 
installation.  90 x 40mm.

RWB2743

White plastic dual scale 
inclinometer with easy 
to read markings.  Scale 
from from 0 - 45 degrees 
and 0 - 5 degrees to attain 
optimum heel angle.
100 x 81mm.

RWB2742

Sailing  Inclinometer

Dual  Scale  Inclinometer
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